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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set S of pairs of points in the plane, we seek a
minimum-length separating cycle T having exactly one point
of each pair within T . Such a tour T is said to be a separating
cycle. By minimality, T will be polygonal. The minimum-
length separating cycle (MLSC) problem is clearly NP-hard
(from TSP). We prove hardness of approximation and pro-
vide approximation algorithms for various cases.

We note that if the pairs of points are colored, one red and
one blue, and the goal is to find a minimum-length red-blue
separator, the problem is very different and techniques of
Arora and Mitchell apply directly to yield a PTAS [1, 2, 6].
The challenge in the MLSC problem is that we do not know
the coloring.

MLSC is also related to the traveling salesperson problem
with neighborhoods which has a PTAS for fat regions with
bounded depth [3, 5, 7]. Another related problem is the
group (or one-of-a-set) traveling salesperson problem where
given a set of points in the plane and regions covering subsets
of points, the aim is to construct a minimum length path
that visits at least one point in each region [4].

2. HARDNESS OF APPROXIMATION
We show that the MLSC with unit length segments is APX-
hard by a reduction from MAX NAE 2-SAT. When there is
no restriction on the distance between pairs of points, the
MLSC problem is NP-hard to approximate within a factor
of ≈ 1.012987. We omit the proofs in this abstract.

3. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR
SPECIAL CASES

We describe our constant approximation algorithm for the
problem when the input segments are unit length horizontal
or vertical segments.
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Board Size Unit Length Unit Length Unit Length
Horizontal Horizontal Arbitrary

and Vertical Orientation
2− ε in P 4-approx NP-hard

M = O(1) O(1)-approx (M2 + 1)-approx NP-hard to approx
n O(1)-approx O(1)-approx NP-hard to approx

Table 1: Hardness and Approximation algorithm re-
sults for different settings.

We will first start with the scenario in which all n seg-
ments are inside a square board of size 2 − ε for some ε >
0. Without loss of generality we assume all the endpoints
of input segments do not share a common x-coordinate or
y-coordinate. This can be done by perturbing the input
slightly.

In our algorithm we first find all unit length boxes which con-
tain at least one endpoint of each segment. In fact, we can
test this in polynomial time by checking all possible combi-
natorial configurations of unit length boxes. The total num-
ber of combinatorial types of such squares is O(n2), since
we can assume without loss of generality that the square al-
ways has at least two input endpoints on its boundary. Each
such box actually contains exactly one endpoint of each in-
put segment – as the two endpoints of one segment cannot
both fit inside the box. Then we consider the convex hull
of all endpoints inside the box to be one candidate sepa-
rating cycle. We can enumerate all such boxes to find the
separating cycle T with minimum length.

Now consider the optimal solution T ∗, there can be two
possibilities – (i) T ∗ fits inside a unit length box, or (ii)
it does not. If T ∗ fits inside a box say B, this means any
segment has at least one endpoint inside B and B will surely
be discovered by our algorithm. Further B has exactly one
endpoint and the convex hull of the points inside B is no
longer than T ∗ and is optimal. So we are done.

In the following we will focus on case (ii) when T ∗ cannot
fit inside any unit length box. This means T ∗ has length at
least 2.

Now we divide the board into four squares each of size 1−ε/2
and color them in a checkerboard pattern. We name these
squares S1, S2, S3, S4 in a counter clockwise manner. Take
the two squares along the diagonal (named S1 and S3, see
Figure 1 (ii)) and take a tour along the perimeter of their



union. This generates a curve T ′ of length 8− 4ε. We now
argue that T ′ is a valid separating cycle.
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Figure 1: 2 − ε square
board with constant ap-
proximation curve.

Figure 2: Constant sized
square board with cycles
along the perimeter of
the dark squares.

Since each segment has unit length, the two endpoints of
each segment cannot fit inside any single square of size 1−
ε/2 and thus cannot both lie inside S1∪S3 nor inside S2∪S4.
Therefore each segment must have exactly one endpoint in-
side S1∪S3. This proves that the cycle T is a valid separating
cycle.

Now we want to analyze the approximation factor. T ′ has
length 8 − 4ε and the optimal tour has length at least 2.
Thus T ′ is a 4-approximation of the optimal solution.

3.2 Constant Board Size
We can extend the above argument for any constant board
size M , where M is an integer. Then we use essentially the
same algorithm as above. The only modification is that we
will use a bigger checkerboard of M ×M unit squares. The
squares are colored in a checkerboard pattern, and parti-
tioned into white squares or dark squares. To make the tiling
a perfect partition of the plane, we consider each square
pixel to include its top edge, except for the NE corner, and
to include its left edge, except for the SW corner; then, the
pixels partition the plane. Again any unit length vertical
or horizontal segment has two endpoints in different colored
squares. Thus if we take a tour T ′ that separates the white
squares from the dark squares, T ′ would be a valid separat-
ing cycle.

Again either we can find a unit length box containing at
least one endpoint of each segment (in which case we find
the optimal), or the optimal tour has length at least 2. In
the second case we will take the tour T ′ along the perimeter
of the union of the dark squares. To see that one can always
find such a tour we can first take a cycle along the bound-
ary of the outermost ring of the dark squares, and iterate
towards the center. All the tours can be joined into a single
tour of the same length. See Figure 2 for an illustration.

T ′ has length 4 ·M2/2 if M is even, and 4 · (M2 + 1)/2 if M
is odd. Thus the approximation factor is roughly (M2 + 1).

3.3 Any Board Size – A Better Algorithm
If M is a large number then the approximation ratio is not
good. Here we use a different algorithm and provide a con-

stant approximation bound for any size board.

We refer to dark squares that have a point (from a pair) in
them as “occupied”. Let S be the occupied squares. Let S′

be the 3-by-3 squares centered on the squares of S. In the
following we assume without loss of generality that |S| ≥ 5.
The case |S| ≤ 4 can have an arbitrarily small optimal value;
but this constant-size case can be easily handled.

Now we consider the shortest TSP with Neighborhoods tour
on the set S′ of enlarged squares and name the length as
TSPN(S′).The following claim is now straightforward since
the optimal solution OPT must visit each of the enlarged
squares S′.

Claim 1: OPT = Ω(TSPN(S′)).

Now we have

Claim 2: OPT = Ω(|S|), assuming |S| ≥ 5.

The proof of Claim 1 follows from Claim 2, since, assuming
no single point stabs all squares of S′ (i.e., assuming |S| >
4), the standard packing argument shows that TSPN on a
set of nearly disjoint (i.e., constant depth of overlap), equal-
sized squares requires length proportional to the number of
squares times the side length of the squares.

Our algorithm is simply this: Run a TSPN algorithm on S′

(for which there is a PTAS [3]), and traverse the boundaries
of the red pixels S, enclosing them, while excluding the white
region.

The length of this tour is then at most (1 + ε)TSPN(S′) +
O(|S|), which is O(OPT ).
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